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Name:_____________________
Date:_______________________
Time:_______________________

Emilie Skirt
Supply List
When you are learning to sew, a skirt is a great beginning project.
This pattern makes a slightly modified A-Line skirt. This style looks
good on everyone! The “Emilie” skirt pattern includes step-by-step
instructions, a wide range of sizes and lengths and several style
choices for pockets. Don’t want pockets? No problem, just leave
them out! You’ll have fun working with this versatile A-line skirt pattern!


Basic Sewing Kit:
 Glass head sewing pins and a pincushion or box to keep them in*
 If you will be using one of our machines, you must have one bobbin purchased at Redlands Sewing Center*
 Good quality, sharp sewing scissors*
 Small embroidery scissors for snipping threads*
 Sewing tape measure*
 Sewing gauge ( a measuring tool)*
 Magnetic seam guide*
 1 large safety pin*
 Chalk marker in white*
 Frixion erasable pen in black or blue*
 Sewing basket or box to keep everything in*

For the Skirt:
 Sewing Machine in good working order or use one of ours
 Foot control and power cord
 Accessories (machine parts)
 Standard zig zag foot*
 Needles*
 Schmetz 80/12 Universal
 Thread
 Mettler Polyester All-Purpose Sewing Thread in a color that matches your
fabric*
 Notions
 “Emilie” Skirt Pattern by Rebecca Ruth Designs*
 3/4” wide non-roll elastic to fit your waistline plus 2 inches*
More Over …..



Fabric




2 yards good quality quilting cotton* or other woven fabric (the pattern calls
for 1 1/2 to 1 3/4 yards, but I want you to have a little extra just in case)
Please avoid knits, stripes, plaids and one-way prints.
1/2 yard of contrasting fabric for patch pockets (optional)*

Please Note: If you are making the skirt for someone else, you will need to know that
person’s waist and hip measurements. Also if you want to trace your pattern size instead of cutting your original pattern piece, please do that before class on Pattern Ease
Tracing Paper.
*Items available at Redlands Sewing Center or Cotton Gin Fabric
Bring this supply list to Cotton Gin Fabric and get 15% off your fabric purchase!

